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SHEP – Relative Risk of  CV Events
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Interim Results of  OvaRex Clinical Trial Demonstrate 
Clinical Benefit in Ovarian Cancer Patients

“The proportion of  high-risk patients who achieved a disease-free 
survival of  6 months is significantly higher (P = .0397) among those 
treated with OvaRex (79%) than among those receiving placebo (39%).”

• ONCOLOGY Vol 15 No 8, Volume 15, Issue 8 (2001)
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Interim Results of  OvaRex Clinical Trial Demonstrate 
Clinical Benefit in Ovarian Cancer Patients

Unstated…this was ½ of  the sample size; No effect overall – the lower 
risk half  had significantly WORSE disease-free survival.

My view: before doing the next trial, investigators have to believe as 
strongly in the other ½ as you do in the half  that shows success.

Phase 3 trials – no evidence of  difference.

Pace Fleming
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A typical forest plot
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Sprint Investigators (2015). A Randomized Trial of  Intensive versus Standard Blood-Pressure Control. NEJM 373:2103-16. 



My old view
1. Use statistical methods that capture the framework of  the prior hypotheses. 

(In light of  Kent’s warnings, don’t do one-subgroup at-a-time inference and 
consider risk.)

2. Place greater emphasis on the overall result than on what may be apparent 
within a particular subgroup.

3. Distinguish between prior and data-derived hypotheses.  {In light of  Unger’s 
warning, don’t have too many prior hypotheses!}

4. Use tests of  “interactions,” and/or correct for multiplicity of  statistical 
comparisons. 
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A forest plot with interaction p-values
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Sprint Investigators (2015). A Randomized Trial of  Intensive versus Standard Blood-Pressure Control. NEJM 373:2103-16. 



My old view
1. Use statistical methods that capture the framework of  the prior hypotheses.
2. Place greater emphasis on the overall result than on what may be apparent 

within a particular subgroup.
3. Distinguish between prior and data-derived hypotheses.  {In light of  Unger’s 

warning, don’t have too many prior hypotheses!}
4. Use tests of  “interactions,” and/or correct for multiplicity of  statistical 

comparisons. 
5. …..

Yusuf  S, Wittes J, Probstfield J, Tyroler HA. Analysis and interpretation of  treatment 
effects in subgroups of  patients in randomized clinical trials.  JAMA. 1991;266:93–98.
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Evolving worry: some types of  subgroups

• REGION
o Standard of  care, diet, risk factors (pace xx) differ markedly
oEntry of  China into trials is frequently late, attenuating effect 

of  drug in trials with delayed effect
oLarge differential reporting of  adverse events, even SAEs
oTOPCAT (Russia & Georgia)

Wittes (2013). Why is this subgroup different from all other subgroups? 
Thoughts on regional differences in randomized clinical trials. Proceedings of  the 
Fourth Seattle Symposium in Biostatistics: Clinical Trials.
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More evolution: personalized medicine
• McShane – likely future subgroups…

5. Interpret the results in the context of  similar data from other 
trials, from the architecture of  the entire set of  data on all patients, 
and from principles of  biological coherence.

We have much to learn about capitalizing on these new methods
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